suppress the fever. Ever since I joined this division (1869), it has been my endeavour not to seek for theories, but to contend with the enemy in the field." These words are reiterated with marked approval by the Commissioner of the division, and published by the Government of Bengal. In fact, there would seem to be something rather fascinating in the above idea, the sentiments proclaimed having indeed somewhat of an intrepid air. Away with theory ! Here I stand armed with the weapons bestowed on me by nature; with these I am ready to do battle against all comers, yea even with that dire enemy of mankind? the Burdwan fever.
We must confess in its proper place, there is something to admire in a spirit of this kind; the instinct evinced contains much of the pluck of the English bulldog; the creature being set at a certain object, straight at that object he goes; if an animal, he is bound to seize him by the throat, and neither threats, blows, nor in fact anything short of sheer exhaustion, will make him relinquish his grip. Now, although, as we have before remarked, there is something to admire in this "seize-'em hold-'em fast" propensity in the dog, we cannot equally appreciate it in the human subject. It may be all very well to write about "contending with the enemy in the field," when the foe happens to be a thing of flesh and bood ; but even then, as a rule, science and skill will overcome unscientific and misdirected energy, however unequal the contending power3 may be. But language of the kind is inapplicable to the circumstances of that mysterious enemy which we talk of as malaria; and should the Magistrate of Burdwan live long enough, and supposing he is not so thoroughly saturated with " seize-'em" propensities as to blind his reasoning faculties, he will come to recognize the fact that in practice it will be well for him, with reference to the Burdwan fever, to keep strictly to circumstances and facts within his own province, rather than write in the style above quoted concerning the epidemic that is raging in the province over which he presides.
We wonder what our Collector's notion of a theory is; it is 
